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Abstract 

 

This paper develops, validates, and runs a new rice crisis indicator. The 

hypothesis to be tested is: “Unprecedented restlessness (UR) is the strong 

indicator of rice crisis”. UR is tested masively in nineteen countries. This 

research successfully identifies that UR is strong indicator for rice crisis at 

national level. UR has passed two statistic tests, rg and Q and both statistics 

are significant.This paper recommends UR is used to assess effectiveness of 

an agricultural plan that aim to avoid rice crisis 
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Rice Crisis Definition 

Merriam-Webster online defines the word “crisis” as a difficult and dangerous 

situation that needs serious attention. Referring to this definition, we perceive crisis 

as a situation in which intolerable bad things happen because it is when things become 

intolerably bad theyneed serious attention. In this sense, we perceiverice crisis as a 

difficult, dangerous, intolerable situation caused by ricescarcity. However, what is 

that difficult, dangerous, intolerable situation? Is it the situation in which a million 

people die of hunger? If it is so, why is one person died not perceived as crisis?What 

about one thousand? 

There are not any widely accepted criteria defining the severity of situation as 

crisis. Defining a level of crisis for both analytical and operational purposes has 

proven an elusive task (J.Cuesta,.Htenas, andS.Tiwari, 2014), FAO-GIEWS 

(Global Information and Early Warning System on Food and Agriculture) does not 

have a formal definition for food crisis either, but establishes three conditions that 
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